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Why your dressing matters... Becoming a Christian entails selling all our in our baggage that 

contradict the new life in Christ. Many may not be overwhelmed by the joy in the Holy Mass 

because they come to the Wedding Feast of the Lamb indifferent, with no readiness. Some were 

thrown out of the banquet in the Bible  because they were  not in the proper outfits Mat.22:1-14.  

I'll not probe anyone's private life, but I can only say few things on the external.  Muslims, fully 

dressed, enter the mosque, removing their shoes; Jews enter the synagogues with their forehead 

kissing the ground,  etc. Also I have watched USA  oval office and persons attend to their 

President's weekly address well dressed, I have been in wedding ceremonies and see guests 

come with the best of their dresses.   

Now,  what do I make of it to see persons coming to the Wedding Feast of the Lamb,  the Holy 

Mass, with short pants as if they're going to play golf? Women coming with all skimpy dresses?  

Some men have confessed that they come to the Church hoping to tame their wandering heart, 

not knowing that persons in the CHURCH will accelerate the orgies. 

 

Yes we're in summer.  The climate change and heat seem to  affect dressing mainly in attending 

the Wedding Feast of the Lamb. After the Mass,  the heat disappears suddenly when we go back 

to our offices as doctors,  nurses, policemen,  banks staffs. 

But I'm sobered by the fact that many persons who do these have no bad intention,  I mean they 

have good hearts, and need some awareness.  In this sense, may they not feel guilty about the 

past, however, from next Sunday, may the LORD rejoice to see the fruit of this reflection in our 

dressing for the Holy Mass, His Wedding Feast. 

May the LORD Jesus Christ  provide you all you need to come to His Feast in gallant outfits. 

May He clothe your inner heart with mercy as you enter His Presence. AMEN  

Fr Ignatius Mary 


